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On The Island 
  

    The ship floats 

smoothly over the still 

waters. It is a sunny 

day and Peter can feel 

the warmth of the hot 

sun. So can his pal, 

Clark. 

 

They reach a small 

island where they 

anchor their ship and 

set out to explore this 

new place. 

This island is rocky and 

Peter and Clark both go 

up the rocky hill with 

great difficulty. As they reach the top, they see an entrance to a dark 

cave.  

First, they hesitated, and then they decided to enter the cave. Peter 

shone his torch and both went inside. Their hearts were thumping loud. 

Nothing could be heard or seen.  

They walked straight for a short while. Suddenly they heard a loud, 

“Grrrr, Grrrr”. They thought it was a bear and they both turned back and 

ran outside.  

To their surprise, it was actually a motor boat roaring outside in the sea! 
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On The Island 
 

Tick     the correct answer.  Tick     the correct answer. 
 

1. What can Peter and Clark feel?     1. warmth 

a. The breeze of the air.      a. heat 

b. The water of the ocean.     b. shine 

c. The warmth of the sun.      c. coolness 

d. The light of the bulb.      d. pat 
 

2. What did they do to the ship?    2. pal 

a. They anchored it.       a. foe 

b. They tied it.       b. friend 

c. They pulled it.       c. cousin 

d. They pushed it.       d. brother 

 

3. What two words describe the island?   3. shone 

a. Small and dark       a. took 

b. Big and dark       b. lit 

c. Big and rocky       c. threw 

d. Small and rocky       d. yelled 

 

4. What was roaring outside in the sea?   4. surprise 

a. A whale        a. amazement 

b. A ship        b. wonderful 

c. A ferry        c. victory 

d. A motorboat       d. thought 


